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Pref ace 

The first of January 1992 was meant to be an important date on our way to 
a more united Europe. For me, it functioned as a trigger to try to set up some 
cooperation in European science education research. In a letter to several 
groups and centres working in this field, I asked their opinion about this idea. 
As a result, in September 1992, a number of people carne together in Utrecht 
to discuss further possiblities. It was decided that, as a first activity, we 
would start organising regular PhD summerschools, of which the first trial 
would take place in Utrecht in July 1993, the second in August 1994 in 
Thessaloniki. From then on, summerschools may be organised every two 
years by an European Association for Research in Science Education to be 
established in the meantime. 
As planned, in July 1993, about fifty people, thirty PhD's and twenty staff 
members, carne together in a nice conference centre in Driebergen, Holland, 
to discuss their research and learn from each other. At the end, everybody 
present had the opinion that such a summerschool is a potentially very 
worthwhile activity to be continued and improved. 

The present volume contains the proceedings of this first summerschool. 
As you may notice, it is largely written in broken English. Tuis points to one 
of the main problems in European cooperation, the many different languages, 
for which we have to seek and find solutions. It asks from everybody an 
effort in trying to understand one another. These proceedings have been 
moderately edited to the extent that at least I myself now have the impression 
to understand the language of what has been written. I hope that the 
participants still recognise their contributions. Tuis procedure seemed to me 
the only one that would not take too much time. Nevertheless, this volume 
is published much later than originally planned. I'm sorry. May it in bringing 
together and making explicit part of what is done in Europe, play a stimu
lating role in extending and intensifying our communication and cooperation. 

December 1993 

The editor 
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Information about the first Ph.D.Summer
school for Research in Science Education 

Dates: from Saturday July 3rd, till Friday July 9th, 1993. 

Place: Conference Centre 'Kerk en Wereld', Driebergen, The Netherlands 

Participan.ts: 30 Ph.D.students and 18 senior staff. 

Scope: the summerschool was devoted to 'Research in Science Education'. 
Tuis included research on: 
- learning and teaching of science; 
- history and philosophy of science in relation to science education; 
- history and philosophy of science education; 
- computers in science education; 
- developments in scientific literacy, e.g in field centres or museums; 
- science aspects of health and environmental education. 

Aims: the summerschool was for and by the Ph.D. 's. The aim was to provide 
an opportunity to learn from colleagues who are facing similar problems. Tuis 
means that most of the time was spent on letting the students report about and 
discuss their own research. Another aim was to set up a network of working 
contacts between students and between research groups. Therefore overviews 
of research that is done by the participating groups were reported and discussed. 

Format: each student prepared an outline of his/her work (2- 3 pages A4). 
It contained information about: the topic of research, the methodology used, 
preliminary results and possible questions to be discussed. These outlines were 
distributed to all participants well in advance. At the school, each student pre
sented the main lines of his/herwork for ca. 20-30 minutes. The presentation 
was followed by a one hour discussion (so, in total 1.5 hour per student). Tuis 
discussion was as informal as possible. It was the intention that students got 
the opportunity to present problems instead of solutions, to ask questions and 
to have rough data/video's/protocols/lesson materials, etc. available sothat 
discussions could take place within a 'context of discovery', instead of 'justificati
on'. 
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information 

To create a 'safe' atmosphere, three groups were formed that stayed together 
during the week. Each group was led by senior staff members, who acted as 
discussion leaders, participated in discussions and were responsible for a plenary 
report about the group work. Sufficient time was programmed for informal 
and social contacts, and for possible ad hoc activities. A staff meeting took 
place to discuss further activities. 

Staff contributions: These contributions were twofold. Some staff members 
presented a 'state of the art' view of some important topics. Others presented 
an overview of the research done in their own group. 

Language: the language was English. However, it was the intention to create 
a 'language-friendly' atmosphere. This meant that in discussions and presentati
ons, one had to be aware of the fact that non-native speakers of English could 
have difficulty in expressing their views precisely, sothat patience and mutual 
help could be necessary. 

Proceedings: after the summerschool, the outlines of student-research projects 
had to be 'corrected' and extended ( 4-5 pages A4), according to the discussions 
that took place, sothat they could be published in the proceedings. This also 
applied to the papers of staff members. The main reasons to publish proceedings 
are: for the students to Iearn to write a condensed paper about their research; 
for the research community: to get an overview of the research that is done 
in Europe. 

Certijicate: students who attended the summerschool have got a certificate 
that indicates that they have followed an advanced level course. 

Programme: 

Saturday July 3rd. 
14.00 - 15.00. Arrival and registration 
15.00 - 15.30. Welcome address(P.L.Lijnse) 
15.30 - 16.30. Plenary lecture (R.Driver) 

Constructivism: what it says to Research in Science Education. 
16. 30 - 17. 30. First group meetings: coming to know each other, establishing 

the order and procedure of presentations. 
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information 

Sunday July 4th. 
9.00 - 10.15. Plenary session (J.Ogborn): Research on Modelling and the 

role of Mathematics in Science Education. 
10.30 - 12.00. Parellel group work 
14.00 - 15.30. Parellel group work 
16.00 - 17.30. Plenary session (research in Utrecht and Montpellier) 

Monday July 5th. 
9.00 - 10.15. Plenary session (L.Viennot): Fundamental Patterns in Common 

10.30 - 12.00. 
14.00 - 15.30. 
16.00 - 17.30. 
19.30 - ?? 

Sense Reasoning 
Parellel group work 
Parellel group work 
Plenary session (research in Leeds and York) 
Business meeting for staff members 

Tuesday July 6th. 
9.00 - 10.15. Plenary session (P.Adey): Science Education and Research 

10.30 - 12.00. 
14.00 - 15.30. 
16.00 - 17.00. 
18.45 -

in Cognitive Science 
Parellel group work 
Parallel group work 
Plenary session (research in Bremen) 
Coach departure for a boat trip through the canals of 
Amsterdam. 

Wednesday July 7th. 
9.00 - 10.30. Parellel group work 

10.45 - 12.15. Plenary session (research in Essen and Paris 7) 
14.00 - 15.30. Parellel group work 
16.00 - 17.30. Plenary session (research in Lyon and Thessaloniki) 

Thursday July 8th. 
9.00 - 10.15. Plenary session (J.Donnelly): Science Education and Research 

on the 'Nature of Science' 
10.30 - 12.00. Parellel group work 
14.00 - 15.30. Parellel group work 
16.00 - 17.30. Plenary session (research in London (I.E and King's) 

Friday July 9th. 
9.00 - 10.30. Plenary group reports 
11.00 - 12.00. Closing discussion 
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Participants summerschool 

Stajf 
1. C.MacaskiU (IE, London) 
3. L. Viennot (Paris 7) 
5. D. Cros (Montpellier) 
7. D. Psillos (Thessaloniki) 
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Welcome address 

Dear colleagues, 

P.L.Lijnse 
CSME 

Utrecht University 

Welcome everybody at this first experimental European Ph.D. Summerschool 
for Research in Science Education. As a group we consist oftwo parts, Ph.D. 
students and staff members, coming from fourteen different groups, all 
working on research in science education. The primary aim of this Ph.D. 
Summerschool is of course to be of some value for the research that you, as 
Ph.D's, are working on. An aim that is pursued by providing a platform for 
presentation and discussion of your work, by hearing about what is going on 
elsewhere and, not the least, by getting to know each other, which may 
enable the setting up of a network of worthwhile working contacts. 

Now, it happens to be the case that the concept of a 'Ph.D. student' is not 
a very clear one. It needs for some of you maybe even some conceptual 
change. Some of you are experienced teachers, working parttime on a 
research project. Others have recently graduated in one of the science 
disciplines and only followed a teacher training course, as a minimal 
preparation for working full time on a thesis, while again some others are 
preparing a thesis as part of their work as a staff member, involved in teacher 
training and/or other work in science education, based on their experience 
as a qualified teacher. 

Related to this difference in background and experience is a difference in 
formal requirements as regards postgraduate training, of which this sum
merschool is meant to be a part. Some of you are required to follow quite 
a number of courses; some have already done so, as, e.g., for the French 
D.E.A. or in having obtained a British master's degree in education; while 
others are not required to follow any formal courses at all. This variety 
probably mirrors the fact that research in science education is in most 
countries still a relatively new phenomenon, which implies that it is, both for 
students and staff alike, useful to try to learn from and help each other. 
Particularly as the number of people working in our field is in most places, 
or even countries, relatively small. This means that international cooperation 
is not only necessary to increase the quality of our work, hut it may also be 
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Welcome address 

strategically essential for several groups in order to survive in present difficult 
times. So, therefore, Iets join our forces and try to cross the boundaries that 
are set by languages, national cultures, research traditions and school 
systems. A timely aim to pursue, I would say, in view of a future Europe. 

These were the reasons why, last year, I have taken the initiative to contact 
a number of groups in order to try to set up a regular opportunity to meet 
each other. At which we could discuss concrete Ph.D. research projects, in 
relation to the research programmes of which they are a part and the 
rationales bebind them. The latter reflects my concern that the development 
of productive research programmes is one of the main difficulties in our field. 
In order to make progress, we should exchange views and discuss at the 
programme level, as much research seems to be done rather small scale and 
accidentally. 

In a preparatory meeting in Utrecht, last September, we discussed this 
matter. The idea of summerschools for Ph.D's was further worked out. It was 
decided that a first experimental school would take place here, that the main 
focus would not be on lectures, but on the presentation and discussion of and 
by the students themselves. Tuis is clearly reflected in the programme for this 
week. The presentation of the work of the participating groups is chosen as 
a second focus. I think this to be a first and necessary step in getting to know 
each other better. 

As said, this first summerschool is an experimental one. Tuis means that 
you should feel free to express your comments about the content, organisation 
and format. We should learn the most we can from this week, sothat we can 
organise a better one next year in Thessaloniki. 

Nevertheless, I very much hope that already this week will be a successful 
and useful one to all of you. 
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Science Education Research and 
Cognitive Science 

1 . lntroduction 

Ph.Adey 
King's College London 

Centre for Educational Studies 

Gardner (1987) defines cognitive science as 'a contemporary, empirically 
based effort to answer long-standing epistemological questions - particularly, 
those concerned with the nature of knowledge, its components, its sources, 
its development, and its deployment' (p.6) 

I believe that all educators, and especially science educators, should take 
an interest in cognitive science because (a) it is a science and (b) it has the 
potential ofunlocking some fundamental Iaws by which meaning is made and 
learning takes place. Tuis is expressed by the American philosopher Willard 
Quine arguing (before the term cognitive science was in common use) for the 
importance of modern epistemology: 'It studies a natural phenomenon, viz., 
a physical human subject. Tuis human subject is accorded a certain 
experimentally controlled input - certain patterns of irradiation in assorted 
frequencies, for instance - and in the fuHness of time the subject delivers as 
output a description of the three-dimensional external world and its history. 
The relation between the meagre input and the torrential output is a relation 
that we are prompted to study for somewhat the same reasons that always 
prompted epistemology; namely, in order to see how evidence relates to 
theory, and in what ways one's theory of nature transcends any available 
evidence.' (Quine, quoted in Gardner, 1987, p.71). 

Notwithstanding this rather optimistic stance, it must be admitted that 
cognitive science is still in its youth. There remains a significant gap between 
the experimenters working on the detail of memory, perception, neuropsycho-

and children's conceptions, and theoreticians who attempt to build 
explanatory models of learning (how humans carne to know things) and 
production (how they generate new formulations). Tuis gap between empirical 
data and explanatory model is still a fertile field for hypothesis generation 
to produce models which save the face of facts as we now know them, but 
these models are either rather specific to particular situations or too general 
to allow testable predictions to be made from them. There is a parallel with, 
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science 

say, chemistry at the turn of the century. The ideas of atoms and molecules 
were pretty well accepted, and Mendeleef had produced a wonderful 
classification system which allowed predictions to be made on empirica! 
grounds, but until Rutherford, Bhor, and others developed an electronic 
model of the atom we could not really see why prediction from the periodic 
table worked so well. Cognitive science is after the equivalent of the 
electronic model of the atom and research in science education can make a 
contribution to the search. 

What I propose in do in this paper is, firstly, to present a rather general 
way in which current themes in science education research may be 
categorised and the extent to which research in each theme does address the 
concerns of cognitive science and, secondly, to describe our own work in 
cognitive acceleration simply as one example of the potential of science 
education research for contributing to a long-running debate in cognitive 
science. 

2. Themes in science education research 

In this section, current themes in science education research are categorised. 
The original set of categories was drawn from experience and then the set 
of papers presented at this summer school (an unfair advantage in being a late 
paper-writer!) were used to add to, distinguish between, and refine the 
themes. I then attempted to apply the categorisation system to an papers 
which appeared in the 1992 and 1993 (so far) volumes of the International 
Joumal of Science Education. Tuis led to some further refinement but 
generally confirmed the applicability of the system. Tuis origin means that 
the system has a distinctly European flavour, but extension to the Joumal of 
Research in Science Teaching would increase its transatlantic reliability. Por 
each category I have provided a name, brief description of what is included 
in that theme, and a note of the main research goals and the main educational 
goals of research in that theme. At present I have not provided examples, 
which would be necessary if the system were ever to have value beyond the 
present paper. 

3. Some provisos 

- Any set of objects can be categorised in a variety of ways. A categorisation 
system has no ultimate validity apart from utility fora particular purpose. 
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Thus I will not attempt to defend this particular system of categorising 
themes, or to suggest that it has any use beyond the present paper. 

- The categories of themes merge into one another. 
- It is rare for any research paper/project to be concerned purely with one 

theme, some span two or three. 
- The order in which they are presented can only show one dimension of a 

multi-dimensional array of organisation. 
- No value judgements are implied either by the order of presentation or by 

the titles or descriptions of the themes. 
- Not included in the system at present are research of an historical or policy

related nature, or descriptions of curriculum innovations whose only 
'research' element is evaluation. 

Categories of themes in science education research 

Effective instruction 
Investigation into techniques which improve the quality and quantity of 
scientific knowledge in students. Techniques investigated include various uses 
of computers, methods of text processing, concept mapping, the use of 
illustrations or practical work, museum use, and many more. 
Research goal: to determine the most effective ways by which students 
acquire concepts. 
Educational goal: the attainment of correct scientific concepts. 
There is not a strong relationship between effective instruction research and 
cognitive science since this theme in the European research tradition is not 
much concerned with theories of cognition. Rather, it addresses directly the 
concerns of science educators who wish to improve their practice using 
empirically validated techniques. 

Competence 
Describing, cataloguing, and exploring how students acquire general 
capabilities within specific domains - for example general physics competen
cies, science process skills, or 'kinds of understanding' children need for 
science or particular sciences. While not as sharply focussed on particular 
content as effective instruction research, this theme has a domain specific 
focus and builds on the procedural knowledge characteristic of that domain. 
Research goal: better understanding of the competencies and how they are 
acquired. 
Educational goal: the development of the competencies. 
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Cognitive science 

Notwithstanding its more general focus subject-wise, competence research 
is no more concerned with cognitive science than is effective instruction. 
Work in this area is somewhat prone to include philosophical analysis of the 
nature of competence peculiar to the domain of science. 

Assessment 
Techniques of assessing knowledge, concept, or competence acquisition. 
Includes analyses of validity and efficiency of assessments. 
Research goal: better understanding of the relation between students' 
knowledge etc. and their output in test situations. 
Educational goal: improvement of assessment methods. 
Research in assessment tends to be technica! and statistical in nature, with 
a tendency to search for accurate measures of subject's 'true' knowledge, 
competence, or skills. 

Concepts 
Tuis is probably the largest current area of research in science education, and 
we might distinguish two sub-themes: 
a. Eliciting, describing and categorising types of conceptions ('correct', 

'scientists', 'alternative', 'common', 'mis-' conceptions) held by students 
at various ages and in various contexts. Tuis includes both children's 
concepts of physical phenomena and explanations, and also their concepts 
of the nature of science. 
Research goal: better description of typical conceptions held by students. 
Educational goal: by knowing what students' current conceptions are, the 
teacher is better equipped to help the child develop more sophisticated 
concepts. 

b. Conceptual development; the progression of concepts with age, or over 
time, or during an instructional process. Aiso conceptual profiling -
varieties of conceptualisations of a given phenomenon held by one 
individual according to context. 
Research goal: understanding the process of concept origin 
of origin in the outside world of texts and parents and uv,.,u,.u 

rather than in internal cognitive structures), formation and 
Educational goal: improvement of teachers' understanding process 
of concept development should help them to help children to scientists' 
concepts. 

The main thrust of the very considerable body of research children's 
science concepts and their development bas been descriptive and classificatory 
and as such has provided a rich account of patterns of development 
concepts within particular science topics. Generally speaking, beyond 
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adopting a broadly constructivist perspective, research in this theme neither 
appeals to cognitive psychology for justification nor aims to contribute to the 
development of genera! cognitive models. 

5. Social construction of concepts 

Investigation of the dynamics of concept construction in social settings -how 
groups internet, the influence of peer-group pressure, etc. 
Research goal: Better understanding of the social processes by which 
consensus is reached. 
Educational goal: More effective attainment of socially acceptable concepts. 
Cognitive science is not much concerned with the social construction of 
knowledge, and actually seems rather embarrassed by it because of the vast 
increase in variables which occurs when you add interactions between people 
to the already profound complexity of individual human cognition. It is 
symptomatic that Gardner's (1987) widely acclaimed account of the history 
and concerns of cognitive science contains, in over 400 pages, only one 
reference to Vygotsky, and that in a list of names of Europeans who were 
beginning to get some attention in American intellectual circles. 

Cognitive structure 

Again, two sub-themes can be discerned, distinguished by the origin of the 
curiosity that the research is intended to satisfy. 
a. Investigations into the influence on science concept formation of various 

cognitive schema - how these schema assist in or hinder the formation of 
science concepts, and how science teaching/ learning can help to develop 
appropriate and useful schema. Schema include mental models, analogies, 
phenomenological primitives, and those of concrete and forma! operations. 
Clearly this use of the word 'schema' encompasses a wide variety 

models. What they have in common is that they are not 
obvious, are described with difficulty, remain hypothetical, but have the 
potential of providing rather genera! explanations for the patterns 
,.,,v,,,.,...,,,. formation recorded by research in the 'concept' theme, above. 
Research goal: provide an explanation for patterns concept formation. 
Educational goal: (somewhat remote) a better understanding of deep 
structures should help in the design of more effective instruction. 
Intervention studies have development the schema as their goal. 
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b. Uses investigations of science concepts not for its own sake but as a tool 
or probe to understanding the nature of cognitive structures. 
Research goal: understanding the nature of the mind. 
Educational goal: remote, maybe none. 

It is the difference in their origins and educational goals which distinguish 
these two sub-themes. While (a) is essentially psychology in the service of 
science education, (b) is essentially science education in the service of 
psychology. It is in this theme that there is the most direct link between 
research in science education and cognitive science and it is from this theme 
that I will draw the example to be described in the second part of the paper. 

7. Nature of science and of science learning 

a. Philosophical insights into the methods of science particularly as it relates 
to the way science knowledge is transferred, shared, or mutually 
constructed. Essentially epistemological in focus. 
Research goal: enriched philosophical insights into knowledge construc
tion 
Educational goal: more concerned with broad influences on the style of 
the curriculum than on specific educational objectives 
The quote from Quine at the beginning of this paper indicates the intimate 
link between philosophical analysis and cognitive science. It is especially 
in the youth of a new science that philosophy is required to clarify 
possible types of meanings and suggest what is empirically testable and 
what is not. 

b. Analyses of bodies of scientific knowledge or of materials which present 
such knowledge. Includes conceptual analysis of the subject matter, or 
of texts or pictures, and analysis in relation to professional needs. 
Research goal: understanding the structure of a subject or of materials 
which present it. 
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Educational goal: (rather long term) potential improvement of the 
instructional process (see 'effective instruction' above). 
Tuis type of analysis is more instrumental, and like the 'effective 
instruction' theme bas little to say to cognitive science. 



8. Attitudes 

The investigation of students' attitudes to science, to learning science, to 
particular sciences; the development of attitudes, and attempts to change 
attitudes; gender, cultural, and age variants in attitudes. 
Research goal: to investigate correlates of attitudes and possibilities of 
influencing attitudes. 
Educational goal: to improve certain groups' perceptions of the sciences. 
Almost by definition, cognitive science is not much concerned with the 
affective domain, and the same sort of 'arms-length' relationship exists as 
with the 'social construction' theme. 

Cognitive Acceleration through Science Education 
I turn now to the second part of this paper, describing one example of 
research in science education with which I am familiar and seeing how it 
contributes to cognitive science. 

9. Domain specific or domain genera!? 

The 'long-running debate' to which I referred earlier concerns the issue of 
domain specificity of thinking. Those who encourage us to focus on domain 
specific skills point to, for instance, the failure of the Newell-Simon General 
Problem Solver to address other than mathematica! or well-defined problems, 
to the enormous differences between the genius of Einstein and the genius 
of Piacsso (Gardner, 1983), to the absence of any model of cognition 
underlying the notion of IQ, and to the well established necessity for experts 
in a field to have a substantial semantic and procedural knowledge base 
related to that particular field. On the other hand, those who consider that 
thinking skills across all domains are controlled by some sort of centra! 
processor in the mind hold up as evidence the correlations between 
performance in a great variety of tasks and the anecdotal evidence of teachers 
that some children are just generally brighter than others. 

On the issue of promoting thinking, domain-specific protagonists emphasise 
at least the necessity for the knowledge and strategies of the particular 
domain. More particularly, they would point to the necessity of developing 
the child's strategie thinking skills domain by domain. They would not 
consider that apprenticeship into problem solving skills characteristic of one 
domain, say mathematica! thinking, would be likely to have any effect on 
performance in another domain, such as literary criticism. 
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The responses of those who focus on a genera! processor are more equivocal. 
There may be extreme heredicists and extreme maturationists who say simply 
that not a lot can be done about promoting genera! thinking skills, since they 
are set in genetic concrete or must wait on natural growth processes. I do not 
think that many now would subscribe to such a deterministic view. But 
concentration on some kind of cognitive central processor is also a feature 
of developmentalists who, at the same time, emphasise the importance of the 
physical, social, and intellectual environment in maximising cognitive 
development. As soon as we accept that the environment has an effect, we 
may relate the process of education to the positive manipulation of the child's 
environment thus opening the way to the possibility of improving students' 
cognitive processing capability (genera! thinking skills) by appropriate 
teaching procedures. 

10. Transfer 

What would count as evidence for such procedures being effective? Well, it 
is not difficult to dream up a simple research design in which an experimental 
group was subjected to some intervention programme aimed at positively 
affecting their genera! thinking skills and then comparing their achievement 
to a matched control group. In particular, what one would be looking for 
would be evidence of enhanced performance of the experimental group in 
domains far removed from the domain of the intervention programme. This 
is what is meant by far transfer, and it has been the relative failure of very 
many attempts to provide convincing evidence of far transfer which has 
strengthened the position of those who claim that domain specific strategies 
are the only ones worth the attention of educators. It remains an open 
question whether the failures have been due to the actual impossibility of 
achieving transfer, or to the discovery that the intervention methodology of 
seeking transfer turns out to be far more difficult and expensive than can 
accommodated within the normal PhD span or the period typically supported 
by research funding agencies. Anyone who allows themself to be deterred 
from the search for genera! thinking skills by an apparent failure 
consider of the words of Nickerson, Perkins, and Smith (1985): 

If (teaching thinking) cannot be done, and we to do it, we may waste 
some time and effort. If it can be done, and we fail to try, the inestimable 
cost wm be generations of students whose ability to think effectively wm be 
less than it could have been. So we are better advised to adopt the attitude 
that thinking can be taught, try hard to teach it, and let us 
wrong if it must. (p.324) 
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Tuis was the attitude adopted by Michael Shayer and myself in the early 
1980s, after our work of the '70s had indicated a significant mismatch 
between the levels of thinking ( described in Piagetian terms) available in the 
school population and the expectations and demands placed upon their 
thinking by curricula, especially science curricula. (Shayer and Adey, 1981). 

A review of attempts to promote the development of formal operations 
(Adey, 1988) revealed the usual rather mixed bag of effects but two very 
useful straws in the wind were provided by Kuhn and Angelev (1976) and 
Rosenthal (1979). In different ways they avoided attempts to instruct pupils 
directly in the schemata of formal operations, focussing rather on (a) 
establishment of the concrete tools which are necessary precursors to the 
development of forma! operations, and (b) putting students in a position 
where they had to construct the forma! schemata for themselves in order to 
solve problems. 

11 . The CASE project 

CASE stands for Cognitive Acceleration through Science Education. By 
'Cognitive Acceleration' we mean bringing forward the use of formal 
operations, as compared with the norms already established. Science seemed 
to offer a field in which higher level thinking had already been well
described, but the "through" in the project title is important. We were 
investigating the possibility of using the domain of science as a gateway into 
the centra! cognitive processor. 
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Figure 1 summarises the experimental design that we used, showing the 
duration of the intervention and indicating the testing occasions. A total of 
20 classes in seven schools representing a variety of environments in England 
were selected and assigned to experimental and control conditions such that 
there were experimental and control classes in each school. Four experimental 
classes were of the 11 + age group (UK year 7), and six of 12+ (year 8). 
These separate cohorts will be referred to simply as the '11 +' and '12+' 
groups. The ten experimental classes started in 1985 to receive an interven
tion programme called Thinking Science , with one regular science lesson 
replaced by an intervention activity once every two weeks. Overall the 
Thinking Science lessons took about 25 % of the normally allotted science 
time. The intervention programme was introduced to teachers through a series 
of one-day workshops followed up by visits to the schools during which 
lessons were observed and discussed with the teacher. After the two year 
intervention programme, students were no longer maintained in identifiable 
'experimental' and 'control' groups, but mixed together as they chose options 
for the subjects they would continue with. In the case of three of the 11 + 
classes, the end of the intervention coincided with the end of the middle 
school period, and pupils were dispersed to a number of different high 
schools. 

Testing occasions were pre-test, before the intervention began; post-test, 
immediately after the two year intervention; delayed post-test, one year after 
the end of the intervention, and the General Certificate of Secondary 
Education (GCSE) taken two (for those who started at 12+) or three (for 
those who started at 11 +) years after the end of the intervention. 

The tests of cognitive development used were demonstrated group Piagetian 
Reasoning Tasks (PRTs) (Shayer, Wylam, et al. 1981) which score on a 
common scale from 1 (preoperational) to 10 (mature formal operational) with 
a standard error of about 0.4. Science achievement was assessed at post-test 
by a common achievement test agreed by the teachers to be a fair test of the 
objectives of their science curricula for the previous year. At the delayed test, 
each school's end of year science test or mean of module tests was used. 
These tests thus, by definition, covered the objectives of each school's 
curriculum. The Genera[ Certifi.cate of Secondary Education (GCSE) is the 
examination taken in England and Wales by most 16 year olds as a school 
leaving examination and/or as a selection test for further education. Norm
referenced grades are awarded on a scale A - G and unclassified which we 
mapped on to an equal-interval scale with values 7 down to 0. We looked at 
experimental and control students' performance on science, mathematics and 
English GCSE. 

Details of the results have been reported piecemeal as they occurred (Adey 
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and Shayer, 1990; Shayer and Adey, 1991; Shayer and Adey, in press a and 
b) and the main results explored in some detail in Adey and Shayer (1993, 
1994). Here I would like to concentrate on the long term results. Table 1 
shows the significant effect sizes in terms of residualised gain scores of 
experimental as compared with control classes in each school. It can be seen 
that with the 11 + group, girls who during their years 7 and 8 were exposed 
to the intervention programme performed significantly better than girls in 
control groups in national measures of science, mathematics and English 
language achievement, three years after the end of the intervention. With 
the 12+ group, boys made significant gains in all subjects, with the addition 
that 12+ girls made gains in English. 

Table J: Significant effect sizes (in standard deviation units) of gains of experimental group 
over control group at GCSE, 2 and 3 years after the end of the intervention 

Sex and starting age 

11 + boys 

11 + girls 

12+ boys 

12+ girls 

Science 

0.67 

0.96 

Three important features emerge: 

Maths 

0.72 

0.50 

English 

0.69 

0.32 

0.44 

- the effects are long term, showing up 2 and 3 years after the end of the 
intervention; 

- there is far transfer from the science content of the intervention Iesson to 
performance in English; and 

- there seems to be some gender-age interaction. 
I would like to dispose of the last point first, because although it is tempting 
to say that the intervention works with girls when they are 11 - 12, and boys 
when they are 12 -13, the full data do not allow us to be sure about this. 
There were other systematic differences between the 11 + and 12 + groups 
which make direct comparison between them uncertain, and results from 
more recent studies have shown no such gender differences. 

Of the the other two features I believe that we can be quite confident. We 
have long term far transfer. The effects was found across all of the schools 
in our sample, and was not confined either to the more able or to the least 
able. 

What was the nature of the intervention programme, and by what 
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mechanism do we believe that it worked? Although it has been shown often 
that the schemata of formal operations such as control of variables, 
proportionality, and probabilistic thinking cannot be taught by direct 
instruction, they nevertheless provide a useful framework within which to set 
a cognitive intervention programme, especially in science. Reviews of the 
literature (Adey, 1988; Goossens, 1989) on cognitive acceleration had 
suggested certain features which should maximise an intervention program
me' s chances of bringing about long-term effects on the general ability of 
learners. These include: 

Cognitive conflict 
Tuis is the term used to describe an event or observation which the student 
finds puzzling and discordant with previous experience or understanding. All 
perceptions are interpreted through the subjects' present conceptual 
framework. Where current conceptualisation fails to make sense of an 
experience, constructive mental work by students may lead to accommodation 
and a change in their conceptual framework. Kuhn, Amsel and O'Loughlin's 
(1988) investigation of the coordination of new evidence with existing 
cognitive schema confirms that instances of cognitive conflict do not 
automatically produce a 'Road to Damascus' conversion to a new 
conceptualisation. Younger and Iess able pupils often seem not to see that 
there is a conflict, or at least not to be bothered by it. But if there is no 
conflict, then there is no chance of accommodation. In Vygotsky's (1978) 
words: 

' .. .learning which is oriented toward developmental levels that have 
already been reached is ineffective from the viewpoint of a child's 
overall development. It does not aim for a new stage of the develop
mental process but rather lags behind this process ..... The only "good 
learning" is that which is in advance of development' (p.82). 

Concrete preparation 
But you cannot hit students with conflicting situations without preparing them 
first with the language and terms of the problem with which they are going 
to be faced. Forma! operations only operate on a situation that has first been 
described by the subject in terms of descriptive concrete models. Thus 
concrete preparation involves establishing that students are familiar with the 
technical vocabulary, apparatus and framework in which a problem situation 
will be set. Each activity includes a concrete preparation phase, and some 
activities are devoted totally to concrete preparation. 
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Metacognition 
It is now widely accepted (Nickerson et al., 1985; Perkins and Salomon, 
1989) that students are more likely to develop wide-ranging thinking skills 
if they are encouraged to think about their own thinking, to become aware 
of the strategies of their own thinking and actions. Tuis is what is meant by 
metacognition. In a Thinking Science lesson, the teacher asks pupils to talk 
about difficulties and successes they have with problems, both with the 
teacher and with each other - not just 'that was difficult' but 'what was 
difficult about it, and how did I overcome the difficulty?'. Students become 
accustomed to reflect on the sort of thinking they have been engaged in, to 
bring it to the front of their consciousness, and to make of it an explicit tool 
which may then be available for use in a new context. Using the words to 
describe reasoning patterns is another aspect of metacognition. The aim is 
that CASE students should not only be better equipped to recognise, say, a 
proportionality problem when they see one but that they should be able to say 
'That's a proportionality problem!' and so open the door to a particular set 
of solution strategies. Tuis is a special application of what Vygotsky (1978) 
describes as the use of language as a mediator of learning. The language of 
reasoning mediates meta-learning. 

These features, provided with context by the reasoning patterns of formal 
operations, set the guidelines by which the intervention programme was 
drafted, pre-trialled, used in the experiment, and subsequently published 
(Adey, Shayer and Yates, 1989). 

12. Mechanisms? 

Being a good constructivist I must accept that any proposal I make for a 
mechanism by which the long term far transfer was achieved will be 
interpreted through the spectacles of the paradigm within which I am 
working. Thus my preferred hypothesis for the mechanism involves an 
influence of the intervention programme on the underlying cognitive structure 
of the mind such that it now becomes generally more powerful and more 
effective at processing new data, from whatever domain that data comes. I 
will, however, entertain some other possible explanations which are often 
raised at this point when I present our results. 

Confidence? 
The suggestion is sometimes made that the intervention has boosted the 
confidence of students in their own abilities, and that this in turn improved 
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learning across domains. The problem with such an "explanation" is that the 
notion of confidence is not operationalised or made measurable and therefore 
does not lend itself to further exploration or fa!sification. As such it does not 
provide us with an explanation at all. Even if we were to find a way of 
operationalising confidence, this hypothesis would be faced with the difficulty 
of explaining why the difference between the experimental and control pupils 
actually increased as the years went by. One would expect pupils who had 
been pumped up by being told that they were clever during a special 
intervention programme would show the greatest effects immediately at the 
end of the programme, but that the effect would become diluted and waste 
away with time. In fact, just the opposite occurred. 

Language training? 
An apparently simple explanation of how pupils who foUowed the Thinking 
Science programme subsequently performed better in English is that of a 
direct training effect. This supposes that while the programme was set in a 
science context, it encouraged reasoned discussion amongst pupils exploring 
the meaning of new vocabulary in the search for explanations of physical 
events. This enrichment of language use is then supposed to persist (in 
memory?) and show up in enhanced performance in general English tests two 
and three years later. I find it implausible that a language-development effect 
which is almost incidental to the aims of the programme, and is set in a 
science context, could be so long-lived and become generalised. A more 
deep-rooted explanation seems to be necessary. 

13. Conclusion 

Perkins and Salomon (1989) distinguish between a 'high road' and a 'low 
road' to increasing academie achievement. Efficient instruction within a 
transmission paradigm may be described as the low road, while they claim 
that the high road is achieved when students improve their general cognitive 
strategies which can be applied across a broad domain or field. The question 
with which I started this section was 'just how genera! can those strategies 
be? Perkins and Salomon's ambition seems to be limited to the sort of 
possibilities explored by 'competence' research. I suggest that the CASE 
evidence for long term far transfer implies that there is a deeper level yet of 
general cognitive structure which can be encouraged to develop through 
educational intervention techniques. An enhanced centra! cognitive processing 
mechanism is able to maximise the effect of the instruction received in a wide 
range of academie domains. 
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Fundamental Patterns in Co man 
Reasoning: examples in Physics 

1 . lntroduction 

l.Viennot 
l.D.P.E.S. 

University of Paris 7 

Numerous studies about pupils' or students' ideas in physics have been 
published in the last fifteen years. One of the main features of such research 
is to be content-specific: starting from the idea that learners actively build 
their knowledge from 'where they are', and with 'what they have', it is 
necessary to know as much as possible on these 'where' and 'what' about 
diverse topics in science , especially about those that are usually taught at 
school. Different terms were used to designate what was documented in this 
part of learners' knowledge (Driver e.a., 1985; p.8). From the beginning, 
we used in our laboratory the word 'reasoning'. Soon, the adjectives 
'spontaneous' or 'natural' were simply rep!aced by 'common', we shaU see 
why below. 

Tuis paper draws on fundamentally content-dependent studies, in the sense 
that aU the analysed results concern answers and arguments about physics. 
Some of these studies have been deliberately focused on transversal aspects 
of common reasoning, i.e. on aspect.<; that can be observed about very 
different domains of physics. Some others have been designed to document 
learners' ideas about very specific content, but have given results that appear 
as similar from one study to another, if we read them afterwards with certain 
'glasses'. 

The goal here is to illustrate some these tranversal aspects, in an 
organised presentation, and with a stress on what seems the most important, 
i.e on ways of reasoning used by many persons about many topics. Yet, not 
everything is said here, of course, nor is the frame used for this paper 
presented as a theory common thinking, in which everything else should 
find its place. 

Not much is said about the methodology of the quoted studies. In order to 
feed a possible oral discussion on this point, semi-detailed examples are given 
in appendix. In each of the proposed 'sheets', the reader can find outlines of 
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results and instances of questions or investigation materials used in the 
research. 

2. Thinking with 'objects' 

A first trend appears as very genera! in common arguments, from one topic 
to another: when analysing physical phenomena, people like to put into play 
'objects'. Besides real objects, they ascribe a realistic character to physical 
concepts or models. They build their reasoning on these 'objects' as if they 
were material. There are diverse aspects in this trend: 

"Grasping a thing .. 
A signa! propagating on a rope is seen as a material object: for instance, 
it is said that it goes faster if the initial shake is stronger, or its length is 
unaffected by a change in the rope thickness (Maurines, 1992). 
An optical image seems to be understood as travelling in space as a 
whole: it is said that it can be seen on a screen without an optical device 
between the source and this screen, or that a coin on a lens will make a 
hole in the image previously visible on a screen (Goldberg and Mac 
Dermott, 1987; Feher and Rice, 1987; Fawaz, 1985; Kaminski, 1989). 
A trajectory is seen as a thing in itself, irrespective of a reference frame: 
a straight line wm remain a straight line in any frame of reference. The 
same can be said of 'a vertical trajectory' (there are other factors to keep 
the trajectory vertical: Saltiel and Malgrange, 1980). Travelled distance, 
a reference-dependent quantity, is also manipulated as an intrinsic 
quantity, such as the length of a stick . 
A ray of light can be seen as an object, it cannot be divided (refraction 
and reflection are mutually exclusive)(see for a review: Perales e.a., 
1989). 
Microscopie particles are seen as macroscopie objects, and endowed with 
corresponding properties. Particles would swell, shrink, melt, etc, to 
account for dilatation, contraction, melting of solids (Driver e.a., 1985; 
and the 'macro-micro' conference in Utrecht, 1989) 

Animism 
It has been frequently noted that a certain amount of animism was observed 
in common arguments, especially, but not only, in children and adolescents: 
the air 'wants to', 'molecules need room', 'the mass is stronger than the 
spring', etc. Toen not only things are considered as real objects, but they are 
seen, to a certain extent, as living objects. 
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Abolute properties escribed to objects 
Driver and al (ibid., p. 194) describe, under the heading 'limited focus', 'the 
propensity of children to interpret phenomena in terms of absolute properties 
or qualities ascribed to objects rather than in terms of interactions between 
elements of a system'. Among the quoted examples, iron would be 'naturally 
cold', or the fact that 'a substance burns or not' would be 'solely a property 
of the substance itself'. Tuis aspect of common reasoning meets with what 
will be said below concerning 'functional reduction'. 

'Supplies of ... ' escribed to objects 
Not frankly animistic, but in fact not very far, is the observed tendency 
toward ascrisbing a 'supply of something' to moving things, in order to 
explain their motion. Especially worth noting is the following type of 
statements: the upward force of the mass (Viennot, 1979), 'the force stored 
in the bump' (Maurines, 1991, see also about sound: 1993). Surprisingly 
enough, this very important aspect of common reasoning, for example in 
elementary dynamics, has not much retained the attention of the researchers 
community. It seems in fact quite decisive in the way students analyse 
situations in mechanics. Tuis trend, indeed, blurs the question of what a force 
is acting on, and therefore favours an undifferentiation between Newton's 
second and third laws: interactions are seen as conflicts between objects of 
which the stronger wins, which leads to the writing of equations between 
balancing forces which are not acting on the same objects. 

In the domain of elementary dynamics as wel! as concerning propagating 
signals, this feature of reasoning goes with the idea of 'using up' of the 
supply - at the top of the trajectory, at some distance along the rope -
(Viennot, 1979; Maurines, 1991). The physical nature of the 'supply' is 
discussed below, but in any case, ascribing it toa moving object fills a need 
for a cause: the cause is stored in the object, a nearly animistic view, as 
suggested above. Links between realism in thought and difficulties in dealing 
with algebraic quantities are very strong: they are discussed in Viennot 
(1981). 

3. Functional reduction: several converging modalities 

By 'functional reduction', we mean that not enough variables have been taken 
into account for the problem considered. Reasoning with only one variable 
at a time is a well-known tendency (Piaget, 1972, concerning the relationship 
L= VT), and the first reason for this trend is obviously a need for sirnplicity. 
I cornment here on the importance of this phenomenon for physics, and on 
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its possible reinforcement by other aspects of common reasoning (Viennot, 
1988a, 1992). 

Understanding of the word 'constant' as 'characteristic of an object' 
One manifestation of functional reduction in students' reasoning is a truncated 
comprehension of statements implying the word 'constant'. Often such 
statements convey a functional meaning, especially because they refer to non 
evident independencies. Instead, they seem to be understood as if the word 
'constant' was only synonymous of 'characteristic of an object'. Toen, only 
variables that might affect the 'constant' are envisaged, while variables of 
which the constant is independent, i.e. the interesting ones, are ignored. 
Results and further analysis can be found in Viennot (1988). 

Undifferentiated notions 
One of the findings very strikingly similar across different pieces of research 
is the fact that common arguments put into play undifferentiated notions, or, 
in other words, mononotional reasoning, where the physicist would use 
several concepts. Different physical quantities thus appear, in such arguments, 
as different facets of the same notion. Saying that two or more physical 
quantities X, Y, ... are 'combined' into an undifferentiated notion does not 
imply any hypothesis about the genesis of the global notion. It only means, 
in this paper, that X and Y are indifferently used in common statements. It 
also refers to arguments that express a systematic co-variation of the 
'component concepts Y', for instance: 'X t-"' Y t ', etc. Such an 
adherence in fact constitutes a functional reduction since at least two physical 
quantities are manipulated as a single one. 

For instance, 'supplies' mentioned in the preceding section can be 
indifferently expressed in terms of 'force', 'motion', 'velocity', 'energy', 
'impetus' ... 'of the mass', on the one hand and 'force', 'velocity', 'height', 
'power' .. .'of the bump' on the other. Such quantities might be, student.<; 
reasoning, only different aspects of a kind of 'tonus'. A similar combining 
of physical quantities is cristallized in the expression 'thermal motion'. 
about the meaning of this expression, students use nearly indifferently the 
words 'energy', 'velocity', 'disorder'. Collisions molecules are also 
mentioned. Itappears (Rozier, 1988; 1991) that mean speed of molecules and 
mean distance between particles are often manipulated by students as two 
adherent notions, combined into the idea of thermal motion: 'molecular 
kinetic energy in a gas is larger than in the corresponding liquid', as students 
quasi unanimously say about two phases yet at thermodynamic equilibrium. 
Tuis view might be underlaid by that of a collective 'tonus': 'molecules need 
more room to move faster'. 
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Another example is the very well known indifferentiation between current and 
voltage in electric circuits. Again, one might say that these two words serve, 
in common statements, as indicators of the 'strength' of 'electricity' (Closset, 
1983; Shipstone e.a., 1988) 

Considering these 'combined notions', one can envisage them from a causal 
point of view: 'cause' and 'effect' seem not to be differentiated, with 
sometimes a misunderstood 'effect'. Thus force and velocity (instead of 
acceleration), potential difference and current, electric field and current 
(Viennot and Rainson, 1992), density of charge and potential (Benseghir, 
1989). Tuis point of view is probably relevant in the case of 'heat and 
temperature', one of the most famous coup les of undifferentiated concepts. 

When the 'effect' is a move ment, the causa! content of the combined notion 
is especially manifest, as said before. It is attested, in particular, by the 
situation-dependency of this feature of reasoning. Thus the 'supply of force' 
ascribed to a moving body is preferentially invented by students in situations 
where a motion is salient and not easily explained by a well known interaction 
force (gravity, push, .. ) (Viennot, 1979). Tuis is what Gutierrez and Ogbom 
(1992) call, after De Kleer and Brown (1983), a 'mythical cause'. If only data 
about forces are given, the same students much Iess frequently use this 
combined notion in their reasoning and often correctly associate force with 
acceleration, i.e., with different possible velocities (Viennot, 1979). Tuis 
asymmetry with respect to the axis cause-effect can be interpreted in different 
ways (effect better ana!ysed when not salient, or more frequent non univocity 
of the cause-+ effect link as compared to the effect-+ cause one), but in any 
case, it seems to confirm the validity of a causa! interpretation of the 
observed amalgams. 

Linear reasoning 
In fact, the trend towards functional reduction extends much beyond the 
preceding modalities. When considering multivariable problems, people often 
give arguments that constitute linear chains of the type: IP1 -+ <1>2 -+ <1>3 -+ <I>N-+ 
.... , where each phenomenon 4> is specified with only one variable, or more 
generally corresponds to a single action. In other words, the links are of the 
type 'one cause -+ one effect' described also for instance by Gutierrez and 
Ogborn (1992). One might say: 'one cause is enough fora given effect'. It 
is worth noting that this feature of reasoning is observed even if other causes 
have important contributions. An example at university level is the type of 
comment given to explain the increase of pressure in an adiabatic compression 
of a gas: 
'Volume (V)A \ -+ particle density (n) i -+ number of collisions i -+ 
pressure p i '. 
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Concerning pressure, it reflects an exclusive link of this quantity particle 
density. The other relevant factor, namely the mean speed of particles, is 
twice ignored. Tuis constitutes a 'preferential association', here between 
pressure and particle density. It is very commonly observed. Reasoning with 
such linear chains about multivariable problems leads to ad hoc arguments, 
and to inconsistencies (Rozier and Viennot, 1990): for instance one cannot 
'explain' the low pressure in attitude by the implication 'particle density (n) 
1 - pressure p f ', and a hot air balloon saying 'hot air - particle density 
(n) \ ' , without a contradiction concerning pressure inside the hot air 
balloon. Maurines (1986) also reports on contradictions raised by this one-to
one causal analysis. 

lnduced chronology and story-like arguments 
The status of arrows in the preceding outline given for linear arguments is 
a very important question. These apparently logical connections in fact reveal 
to be Ioaded with a temporal meaning: an arrow does not mean only 
'therefore', but also 'later'. The totally ambivalent word 'then' favours this 
ambiguïty between logical and a chronological levels (Rozier, 1988). These 
story-like arguments contradict the accepted theory of quasistatic phenomena, 
in which several quantities change simultaneously under the permanent 
constraint of certain relationships. 

An example at university level, concerns isobaric hearing. Arguments 
frequently have the following structure: 
'Supply of heat-T t- pr- V t '. 

The apparent contradiction between the statement 'p t ' and the data: 
'isobaric hearing' disappears if the causa! chain in fact is interpreted with two 
steps: first step with volume kept constant, then second step after the piston 
is released. Tuis is indeed what some students explicitely specify. 

linear causa! reasoning: some consistent features 
Rozier (1988) used the label 'linear causal reasoning' to designate a way of 
reasoning showing the two preceding aspects: linear an chronological. The 
sirnilarity of the corresponding arguments with stories is striking: simple 
successive events, which are more or less causally link:ed. Tuis consistently 
goes with the following features of reasonin~ 
A lack of symmetry in arguments: Concerning one of the situations described 
above, namely the adiabatic compression of a gas, one can find the argument 
'V \ - p f ' which seems quite acceptable at first sight. In the other 
situation, i.e., isobaric hearing, a common comment is 'p - V', while 
reversing the above argument would give 'p r- V \ '. How is it that this 
last implication seems so surprising? Also, why does the second implication 
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seem so natural despite the fact that it contradicts the contravariation between 
p and V expressed in the first one? Tuis is probably because bebind the two 
first arguments, there are stories instead of relationships. If a relationship 
such as 'pV = Constant' was the justification adopted for the first implication 
'V \ - p 1 ', the reversed implication would seem as natural. More 
probably, there is a chronology and a particular story implied in each of the 
easily accepted arguments: 'One reduces the volume of a gas by pushing on 
it, then pressure is increased' (first implication), or: 'one heats a gas then 
pressure is increased, then volume gets larger'. Which story might we 
imagine for 'internal pressure is increased then volume decreases'? 

Thus, chronology is the most important obstacle to reversibility in 
implications, and therefore, as said before, to quasistatic analysis. Gutierrez 
and Ogbom (1992) comment on this lack of symmetry and use it to interpret 
some circular arguments, where an increase in a quantity can be seen as its 
own effect. 

Driver et al., (ibid, p. 1985) also describe another type of Jack of 
symmetry, which bears on the sense of variation of quantities: 'Pupils 
appreciate the effect of an increase in pressure of an enclosed body of gas, 
yet they have difficulty anticipating the effect of a reduction in pressure'. In 
this case the predominant aspect of linear causal reasoning is probably not 
so much chronology than taking into account a single cause - internal pressure 
- instead of a balancing out between internal and external pressure. At higher 
academie levels, this type of obstacle is, in this particular case of compression 
or expansion of a gas, of minor importance as compared with that of an 
induced chronology. But it is still present, and both linear and chronological 
aspects of common reasoning seem to reinforce each other in many cases, 
especially in the analysis of steady-state situations (see below). 

Permanency: a forgotten case 
Understanding phenomena as successive, consistently leads to seeing them 
as temporary, or at least binders a reasoning in terms of permanency. Tuis 
is indeed what is observed in common reasoning. Steady states of desequili
brium, such as that of a green-house or of a bolometer, aften raise such 
comments: 'more energy gets in than out, so the temperature is higher'. Here 
the reasoning correctly takes into account two simultaneous flows, but it is 
implicitly focused on the (previous?) phase of change ('heating') and fails to 
explain the steady-state (permament high temperature). What would result 
from unbalanced flows of energy in the long term - an explosion - is not 
envisaged. This implicit focus on a transient phase prevents one from 
controlling the validity of the argument with an analysis of the long term 
evolution of the system. We suggest to complete Driver's et al.'s statement 
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'an important aspect of childrens' causal reasoning is that change requires an 
explanation' (ibid. p.195) by the following: 'surprising steady states are 
commonly 'explained' by an argument implicitely focused on change'. 

Spatial order: a support for linear causa/ reasoning 
Qui te intentionally, most of the examples given above are not chosen among 
physical situations strongly determined by spatial order. The sequentia! 
character of linear causal reasoning is all the more striking, when, for 
example, pressure and volume of the same body of gas, in the same vessel, 
are sequentially coped with. But if spatial order is salient in the situation, the 
sequential trend is all the more important in students' reasoning. The most 
famous example is the sequentia! reasoning in electric circuits (Closset, 1983; 
Shipstone, 1983). A pioneer work in this field is that of Fauconnet (1981), 
who in particular very clearly showed the context-dependency of common 
reasoning, about problems of the same mathematica! structure, and the 
determining impact of a spatio-temporal content. Other examples are 
available, for instance concerning thermal conduction along a rod (Rozier, 
1988) and hydrodynamics (Closset, 1991). 

Linear causa/ reasoning: an extension across different domains of 
knowledge and teachers. 
Economy and ecosystems are among the numerous domains in which manifes
tations of linear causa! reasoning are very common. A topic not developed 
in this paper. 

Also teachers contribute to to these ways of reasoning, in a certain 
'resonance' between explanations commonly given and linear causa! 
reasoning. In many pieces of research quoted above, an analysis of teachers' 
ways of reasoning in the same domains is done. It appears in many cases 
(mechanics, electric circuits, elementary thermodynamics, opties, etc) that 
teachers and textbooks aften give the same erroneous statements as the 
students. Popularisation papers also participate in that kind of global 
reinforcement of common ways of reasoning on the part of the informative 
or teaching environment. 

A point especially worth noting has been made in particular by Closset 
(1983): a given way of reasoning may seem to have disappeared in a 
population of higher academie competency, because a typical erroneous 
answer to a given question is not observed any longer at this level (say: two 
bulbs in a series circuit are now said to light the same). In fact, this is not 
the case: the problematic situation in question is mastered, but a new question 
still unusual to this group raises anew the same feature of reasoning (for 
instance: two capacitors in series are said to be charged in different times, 
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especially if their capacities are different). A 'local' learning has occured, 
but the deep-rooted feature of reasoning is still acting. 

From the point of view ofways of reasoning, transitions between 'novices' 
and 'experts' are very smooth (Viennot, 1988b). 

Another fact is probably quite determining in students' unawareness about 
the outcomes of a careless use of linear causa! reasoning: when they want to 
'make their students understand' using verba! explanations, teachers tend to 

use story-like arguments. An example is given in Rozier and Viennot (1991): 
although written by a very good physicist who perfectly masters the topic, 
a text may be misinterpreted by students because of a resonance between its 
chronological connotation and the students' trend towards linear causal 
reasoning. 

Common reasoning and common experience 

Two expressions are often associated in research papers: 'students' ideas' and 
'everyday experience', as if this correspondence was straightforward. It is 
suggested that common ideas originate in everyday life, kinaesthesic and 
sensorial experience. Certainly nobody can deny the importance of such 
factors in knowledge development. But one can easily find counterexamples 
which show that such a link is sometimes very unlikely, at least if it is 
understood as a direct connection. 

Fauconnet (1981), for instance, brings about examples in which students' 
personal experience about springs cannot directly account for their answers. 
The same can be said about sequentia! reasoning in electricity. White and 
Gunstone (1992, p.47) also give an example of such an apparent disconnec
tion in 13-15 year old Australian students: given equal volumes of water and 
cooking oil placed during the same time in the same beaker on the same hot 
plate, students rarely predict that the oil will have a greater temperature when 
the water is boiling. Their arguments to support erroneous predictions do not 
rely on everyday experience. 

It is not really surprising, in fact, that personal experience does not 
necessarily 'speak directly' to students. Students' reluctance in admitting 
'experimental evidence' has been described by many researchers (see, for 
instance, Johsua and Dupin, 1989; Driver e.a., 1985). Common ways of 
reasoning may screen 'everyday evidence' as well as 'experimental evidence' 
that teachers try to put into play. Most probably, the more transversal the 
way of reasoning at stake, the harder it is to accept the contradiction of 
'facts': a point to document further. 
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No less probable, such general trends of thought are also rooted in everyday 
experience, but the link is much less direct. They might be a resurgence of 
the whole structure of our life, with events succeeding each other, and 
memories focused on a single dominant feature at a time. 

5. The question of pedagogical goals 

The research findings presented above may suggest specific pedagogical 
implications. Given the need for taking into account students' ways of 
thinking, what more is Iearnt from the fact that transverse aspects of common 
reasoning are put in evidence? Does it suggest that we should face these 
aspects as such in teaching? The preceding results throw some light on the 
question, but not yet much on the answer. Only some remarks can be made. 

Different levels of 'transversality' in teaching goals 
The same erroneous common statement can be coped with at different levels 
in teaching, for instance: 'Collisions between molecules produce heat', 

any attempt to provoke a conceptual evolution about this idea 
including these attempts in work about 
. heat and temperature, 
. macro-micro relationship 
discussing the problem of steady-states and divergence of unbalanced 
flows in the long term . 
'lf there is no more lens, the image is no more affected, it goes onto the 
wall without being reversed. ' 
any attempt to provoke a conceptual evolution about this idea 
work also on the idea that information may be invisib!e and diluted in 
space. 

Conceptual teaching goals of higher levels are rarely mentioned in syllabuses, 
probably because they do not easily coincide with a possible chapter in a 
textbook. Being transversal, they seem to become invisible in official 
instructions, as if the only genera! teaching goals worth mentioning, concern 
attitudes and experimental abilities. 

'Higher level' refers, in the preceding paragraph, to the level of transver
sality. But such teaching goals may intervene at low academie level, with 
very simple situations. For instance, multivariable reasoning might be 
introduced about the area of a carpet, or about the volume of an aquarium. 
More research about teaching-learning processes in this field would be very 
useful. 
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6. Concluding remarks 

The role played by causal explanations in reasonings described above is 
prevalent. By the way, it is possible to see causality in nearly every argument 
given by students. As shown above, linear causal reasoning is a good 
candidate to account for the observed comments. However, some different 
modalities in this very general way of reasoning can be tentatively suggested, 
following Rozier (1988). 

Sometimes, the focusing on a real or invented object (the heroe of a story) 
goes with arguments in which time plays an explicit role. Often, then 
(projectile, bump on a rope, electricity, ... ), the analysis of variables is 
simplified by combining several of them in a single ill-defined notion, 
ascribed to the object. Toen, saying that one of the facets is 
increasing/ decreasing ( for instance height of a bump) implies that another ( for 
instance velocity of the bump) also increases/decreases. Such a covariation 
does not imply any shift in real or 'mythical' time: in this sense, causality 
is not directly in play. By contrast real time is ruling the evolution of the 
undifferentiated notion in space, with a very simple handling of causality 
(give, take, using up of a supply, ... ). 

At the other end of a continuum, the 'heroe' is not globally in motion, and 
is characterized by several quantities well identified as different (for example 
a mass of gas). The evolution of the object is then commonly commented 
upon through a linear causal analysis in which the quantities or simple 
phenomena are envisaged one by one, in causa! chains implying, to various 
extents, chronology (with real or 'mythical' time). Rozier (1988) suggests 
that in students' explanations, the two types of complexity - spatio tempora! 
and multivariable analysis - each develop at the expense of the other. 

Tuis is an opportunity to come back on the more or less conjectural status 
of the type of description of students' reasoning that can be proposed. The 
last remark, done by Rozier, is at such a distance from the 'experimental 
facts' that we must indeed consider it as rather conjectural, while keeping a 
vigilant eye on the idea. To which extent are the other ideas in this paper 
'validated by the facts'? Certainly each idea is supported by research findings. 
But is each proposed idea the only way of accounting for these research 
results? Shall we simply speak of functional reduction or assume the implicit 
underlying idea of an invented object? Shall we see such and such covariation 
as simply expressing the simultaneous evolution of two facets of this object, 
or shaU we decide that it is an instanciation of a causal scheme? 

More globally, what size shall we aim at for our 'synthetic description', 
'theory', etc, of students' reasoning in science? The pitfalls to avoid are, at 
the two ends of a continuum, a 'not synthetic at all' description, close to a 
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catalogue of types of comments, on the one hand, and such a general theory 
that it can be adapted to any observed student's series of comments or 
actions, on the other hand. These two extreme cases have in common the 
absence of any risk. I suggest we need to work in between these two ends 
with several sizes of description. It is what I have tried to do in this paper. 
In order to allow a separate discussion of each 'brick' - a piece of research 
refering to a chapter of physics, a paragraph about 'constants', 'combined 
notions', or 'animism', etc - and permit the reader to keep some 'middle
sized descriptions' even if the more global one (linear causal reasoning in 
Rozier's sense) is not agreed on. Tuis use of different formats of description 
are, I suggest, necessary to ensure the best possible control concerning the 
fruitfulness of our conjectures. Tuis is also important, as shown above, to 
help define teaching goals of different 'sizes', and therefore to contribute to 
designing teaching strategies. 
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Modelling Clay for Computers 

1. Abstract 

J.Ogborn 
lnstitute of Education 
University of London 

How can students of all ages use the computer to model the real world? 
Modelling systems which iteratively solve difference equations are now 
common, and useful for older students. But they require that the world be 
imagined as composed ofvariables, not things. And they need some minimum 
mathematical sophistication. Tuis paper discusses two new modelling tools 
suitable for quite young students, which could provide an introduction to 
modelling. One tool allows systems of variables to be constructed, without 
having to specify mathematical relations between them. The other provides 
for interacting objects whose behaviour can be specified, again without 
mathematics, through drawing 'before and after' pictures to express 
interactions of objects. It is argued that the different types of models fit 
naturally into a developmental sequence, matching modelling at various ages 
to student's intellectual growth. A radical re-sequencing of teaching about 
Mathematics in Science is proposed. 

To create a world, whether constituted of variables or of objects, and to 
watch it evolve is a remarkable experience. It can teach one what it means 
to have a model of reality, which is to say what it is to think. It can show 
both how good and how bad such models can be. And by becoming a game 
played for its own sake it can be a beginning of purely theoretica! thinking 
about forms. The microcomputer brings something of this within the reach 
of most pupils and teachers. 

2. lterative modelling systems 

We all know how to make simple iterative computational models (Roberts 
et al, 1983). Like many others I too have written modelling systems which 
use this idea (Ogborn, 1984; Ogborn and Holland 1986). An obvious example 
is a model of getting money from the administration for one's department -
a matter of wide genera! interest. If the additional fractional appropriation 
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Research at the Laboratoire de 
Recherche n Didactique des Sciences 
Université de Montpellier Il 

D.Cros and A.Sivade 

1 . lnstitutional background 

The laboratory of 'Research in Science Education' is part of a 'reception' 
laboratory for the D.E.A. (Diplóme d'Etudes Approfondies) at the University 
of Sciences in Montpellier. Six Ph.D. students are actually working at the 
laboratory: three are students, two are school teachers and one comes from 
university. They have all got the D.E.A. examination which corresponds to 
an initiation into didactical research. After 3 years (for students), or after 3 
to 6 (for teachers), they will get a thesis in Science Education. 

2. Main research areas of the group 

2.1 Environmental studies 
Why this theme? 
Since 1984, the 'International French Speaking Centre for Chemical 
Education' (CIFEC) (which has been created under UNESCO pressure) has 
organized different workshops, which objectives were to carry out 
experiments for the first year at university. Five books have been published. 
Some of the experiments were linked to the environment in order that tea
chers may take some examples from everyday life. In 1988 a UNESCO 
workshop was organized in Berkeley (USA) in which about 50 countries were 
involved. The participants decided to develop a common view about a teac
hing module, entitled: 'Combustion and Environment'. A UvLau~.u 

this module bas been undertaken by our laboratory, with the 
French Ministry of Education and the in coUaboration 
countries: Belgium, Italy, Portugal, Spain, Tunisia. 
module for students of age 16 - 18. The drafting can be 
kinds of teaching. module is actuaUy being 

Moreover, the French curricula have changed in 
some subjects in chemistry wil! related to the 
Resources, Chemistry, Environment', 'Petroleum 
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them or to Transform them ?', in the 5th year of secondary school and 
'Energy' in the 6th year. The approach to the 'Energy' concept, at this level, 
is also made in other subjects. From these themes, it seemed important to us 
to have a systemic and transdisciplinary approach, enabling to link several 
subjects together, such as: physical sciences, biology, economy, geography, 
etc .. To our opinion, only a systemic approach will provide a homogeneous 
view of the concept 'Environment' and enable to break the harrier which 
exists between the different sciences. 

Which Research Topics? 
a. Environment and Energy at the level of the 'lycée' (second cycle of 

secondary school). 
This study is the subject of Catherine Bruguière's thesis. The theme is 
developed in relation to semantic problems and the necessity of a common 
language. 

b. Environment and water at the level of 'collège' (first cycle of secondary 
school). 

This study is the subject of Gérard Jourdan's thesis. It started with an 
inventory of conceptions about 'environment' and some related words, as 
proposed by students of 'collèges', 'lycées', universities, and teachers of 
secondary schools/universities. After this first step, a module on water 
(properties, qualities, treatment, ... ) for pupils of age 13-15 will be 
constructed. 

c. Impact of environment-related innovations in chemical and biochemical 
industries. 

This research is done in collaboration with a scientific museum 'Palais de la 
Découverte', in Paris, and the A.D.E.M.E. (Agency for Environment and 
Mastery of Energy). lts aim is to identify the means used by industries to 
solve their poUution problems and to sensitize all types of public. What are 
the concepts that industries use? What are the messages they want to 
transmit? The final objective is to set up a module for scientific museums. 

d. The impact of non-scholastic organisations on scientific education at 
secondary school. The case of environmental education. 

Tuis study is the subject of Bruno Franc's thesis. The theme is developed in 
a separate paper. 
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e. Evaluation of environmental education 
school. 

specialized people at primary 

Tuis education takes place under the responsibility of an association for three 
years. Three members of this association go into the classrooms when the 
teachers ask them. lts main objectives are: 
- to sensitize pupils to the 'environment', using local examples; 
- to make pupils aware of their responsibilities towards the surroundings; 
- to incite teachers to plan some activities conceming environment and 

energy; 
at the long term, to change the environmental behaviour of pupils. 

Three kinds of activities are proposed: 
- a short module (1.30 h.) in the c!assroom; 
- a module (1/2 day) at the school; 
- a project (during the school year). 
The teachers may choose from six themes: the tree/the the 
wasteland; the habitat; the town/the village; waste/recycling. 
After three years, this project is in the process evaluation. 

f. International research in the frame of CIFEC (1994-1998) 
Tuis study will try to answer the question: 'How to introduce 
in the teaching in French lts main 
will be the development of teaching modules with themes that wm be specific 
to a country or to a group of countries The 

of modules could 
the parts of a system and their 

- identification fluxes inside a system; 
- identification of relations between a and 

acquisition of experimental 
- research and information data; 
- development of between the 

education; 

Chemical concepts 
Research based on some fundamental chemica! A~••A

0
~•~ 

several The study the 'atom' and 
level of 'Collège', is subject of Danie Bréhelin's thesis. identifying 
conceptions with several methods (interviews, word associations, question
naires, drawings), some new approaches have been used that are being 
evaluated. A transdisciplinary study on at school 
and university levels has just been started. 
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Experimental teaching 
Autonomous experimental work 

Cros and Sivade 

This study is undertaken bath at the secondary school (Danie Bréhelin) and 
at university level (Daniel Bourret, Danielle Cachau). At university level, the 
work is undertaken within the frame of pre-service teacher training. lts aim 
is to train students to be self-sufficient in solving experimental problems and 
to identify objectives that are considered by students as essential for their 
self-experience and needs. 

Safety problems 
Tuis theme is complementary to the farmer. Its objective is to sensitize and 
train teachers in safety problems by different means: special cards for 
chemical, audio-visual documents, etc. The cards for chemicals will be 
distributed in each 'lycée' of the Montpellier academy in September. An 
evaluation will be realized next year. 
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Research 1n Didactics from Lyon 

J.Gréa 

1 . lnstitutional background 

Even when they are working all together, science education researchers in 
Lyon belong to three institutions: the COAST team is a CNRS-ENS-team 
from the IRPEACS-CNRS Laboratory; the LIRDIMS is a Lyon 1 Urnversity 
Laboratory and the Bio Informaties Laboratory is part of a 'grande école'. 
Hereafter, a description is given of how it is institutionally embedded. 

Graduate School of "Didactiques des Disciplines Scientifiques" 
Lyon 1 & Grenoble 1 Urnversities 

staff 

L.I.R.D.i.M.S. 
Lyon 1 Urnversity 

5 

C.O.A.S.T. 
C.N.R.S. 

2 

Bio Inform. Lab. 
ENVL 

1 

These teams are working interdisciplinary. We only present here research 
workers involved in 'didactics'. 
Domains of research and number of Ph.D. students (total number = 10) 

Biol Chem Math Phys 
1 2 1 2 

Phys Maths 
2 1 

Biol 
1 

Allmost all Ph.D. students come from the Lyon 1 D.E.A. of didactics. They 
have both a background in mathematics, biology, chemistry or physics and 
in didactics. Often, they are teaching in secondary schools, three have the 
benefit of time for research and one has a grant. 

2. Main research areas 

Globally, our research is focused on the relationship between learning 
situations and students' cognitive activities. Therefore we start from students' 
thinking activities in problem solving situations, and study how they deal with 
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thinking activities in problem solving situations, and study how they deal with 
knowledge in the learning process. 

2.1 Students' thinking activities in problem solving 
The situations for this research are paper-pencil problem solving or laboratory 
situations. We are particularly interested in the cognitive activities involved, 
that is to say: modelling and prediction-verification . 

11. Research on modelling 
Tuis aspect focuses on students' modelling activities involved in physics 
problem solving or in laboratory We there is a 
modelling activity when students relate different levels representation of 
the same material situation, or of an element of this situation. We state that 
students establish these relations on the framework their own theorisation. 
Tuis statement is based on the hypothesis of students' coherence at least from 
his/her own point of view. The chosen situations in which to study this 
activity are either physics classroom teaching, with modelling as a necessary 
task for problem solving, or situations in modelling is an object of 
teaching in itself. (CHENE Project) 

Two theses are involved in direction. One is in the of 
physics at the first year level of the French 
it deals with e!ectrokinetics. The research work is focused on the role of the 
oscilloscope as a particular measuring-instrument, 
the numerical of measurements and 
the different tasks students have to 

analysed in terms 
theories bebind these relations, in order to 
oscilloscope in learning electrokinetics. 

The other thesis is in the framework of 
at of the years 
of an already energy model, relevant for use of energy. 
More particularly, we are looking the role information (and the model 
in particular) in knowledge acquisition of the energy The tasks for 
which we data, an Pnl~TO"J 

experirnents. Our aim is students' construction of rneaning of the given 
model. In these tasks students also have to different levels 
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representation. The research focuses on the role of information in this 
mapping and particularly in the analogical process involved in mapping. 

b. Research on prediction-verification 
Two main kinds of decision are involved in a student's activities, during a 
problem solving process. The different stages a student follows in his strategy 
for solving a problem seem to be of great importance to us. In this way, the 
organised problem situation which the student has to deal with, allows the 
expression of his/her autonomy and could give insight into their k:nowledge. 
It is useful to say that in being concerned with predictions, we are not only 
concerned with events or possible phenomena but also with relations and 
properties, or even with laws that the physical system in question could 
follow. The same holds for verifications, which are not only related to 
results or measurements already achieved, but also to the correctness of the 
experimental device setting, or the choice of the state of the system under 
investigation. 

So, in the framework of this research, we look for students' productions 
in terms of prediction and verification. The information we can get in that 
context will allow us to analyse students' knowledge. In other respects, taking 
advantage of the results so obtained, allows us to built new situations in 
which prediction and verification render the students more conscious of their 
cognitive functioning and so to improve their learning process. It is necessary 
to set up criteria for the analysis of solving activities to characterise which 
resemble prediction and verification. We will use them further to ask students 
to make the elements in his/her problem solving explicit. Tuis will play a role 
in the student's understanding (in the sense of building meaning of') of the 
questioning raised by the problem. On the other hand, it allows the researcher 
to get objective elements about the student's k:nowledge functioning in the 
situation and to improve it. 

In this context, research on the relationship between students' explanation -
prediction procedures and the appropriation of physical concepts is 
undertaken. 

Learning of molar concentration 
A first study is related to the teaching of molar concentration in the first and 
second year of the French Lycée. The chosen physical phenomenon 
(osmosis) is presented to the students (as an event to be observed) in order 
to be explained. In relation to their explanation, they also have to predict 
what wm happen if a modification is made to the experimental device. Toen 
they may compare their own predictions with what really happens. Tuis 
comparison allows them to discuss their explanation and possibly to modify 
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or to reinforce their initia! explanation. The experimental situation is chosen 
in such a way as to lead students to use what they think to be relevant the 
context of this specific physical concept: molar concentration) and to 
formulate hypotheses to predict and explain. The context this situation, in 
which students have to come to decisions, appears to be particularly 
important. In order to be able to analyse the various types and different levels 
of explanation produced by the students, all the material elements involved 
in the situation that allow students to fully integrate the questions, have to 
be made clear. In the same way, in order to explain students' arguments, a 
study of the emergence of concepts, needed by physicists in the history of 
sciences, to explain osmosis is necessary. An epistemological 
different theoretical and causal levels at play for explanation is also of 
particular interest in this context. The research intends to relate these different 
theoretical levels to information taken from the situation by students. Tuis 
research is the subject of a thesis. 

Problem solving situation 
Another piece of research deals with the teaching of energy in the second 
year of the French lycée. The problem solving situation was organised such 
as to give different groups different operational instructions; some which 
were traditional problem 
usual formulations. The problems were of a 
Students, two by two, work out the solution 
limited our to llnF•<ctH">n<e 

examined students' knowledge 
(idea, notion, quan1:1t1es, 
of (everyday life, From this 
structure of the statement in the students' 

comes out. 

Students' of skills 
The social aim genera! teaching is the 
vocational training aims at acquiring 
epistemological point of we can say, in a 
of knowledge which is the purpose in '-'""''-"'"'v" 

mastering of skins attainments which are the 
training. Eva!uation of students' skins following the training period, 
presupposes that we can evaluate students' knowledge or skills in terms of 
quality of his/her performance, but also in terms the professional 
technica! practices promoted by the social group concemed (members of the 
trade or profession). 
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Our problem relates to the role of knowledge management, its setting up in 
an apprenticeship situation and in the mastering of skills (as revealed in 
decision making processes). In this context, we undertook to build a training 
environment for technicians. Tuis study is done in a collaboration of IPNL 1 

and ENV2. The professional context and the training partners define the 
following pieces of research. 

The TUTSI project (tutor for signa/ processing training) 
The training situation is that of a technician in an experimental research group 
(in nuclear physic for example). The first research target is to characterise 
the kinds of physics knowledge, shared by the different actors in the situation, 
including the technician. We were led to analyse the different nature of the 
physics knowledge at play in the situation and to characterise its professional 
aspects. We observed a realistic calibration of the nuclear event parameter 
acquisition chain, and met the technicians for an interview. Both were video 
recorded. The analysis of these data led us to characterise several levels of 
modelling for the same experimental situation, according to the professional 
background of the group members. Thus we undertook to simulate the 
physical phenomena with the help of nested models. 

Bio Informaties Lab. (ENVL) in collaboration research 
The progressive introduction, for 25 years, of high performance machines 
in agriculture, has rendered work more intellectual and abstract. It also 
requires agriculturists to go beyond a Pasteur' view of illness and to work 
from a multifactorial approach of situations, rooted in the necessity for an 
equilibrium between animals and their environment. Being more autonomous, 
paradoxically, workers have become more dependent on collaboration with 
each other. However, this collaboration should not be reduced to a mere 
exchange of data, but must extend to a construction of new, shared 
representations for observed situations and new remediation models. These 
are research objects for the Veterinary School in Lyon. More precisely, we 
are trying to: 
- Characterise case situations: who does what? Which cognitive processes 

are at work? Which recurrent ruptures in communication happen (work on 
conceptions)? 

- Collect and reformulate reference knowledge involved (work on knowledge 
transposition). 

1. IPNL: Nuclear Physics Institute in Lyon - IN2P3 and Lyon 1 University 
2. ENVL: National Veterinary School in Lyon 
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- Build learning situations using a multimedia computer environment to help 
in decision making. 

These devices are evaluated either in initia! in service trammg or in 
professional situations (at the work place). The particular case we study is 
the collaboration between veterinary surgeons practitioners and analysis 
laboratory biologists. The mismanagement of this collaboration has led us to 
conceive an educational tool for improving medica! knowledge for both 
groups Tuis conception requires a field study and collecting reference 
knowledge. 

Types of knowledge in professional training 
An another piece of research is concerned with technology teaching for 
professional training in French lycée (B.T.S.). The study of differences in 
technical, professional, scientifc knowledge (including know how) at play 
in a pneumatic chain calibration situation is the object of a thesis. To 
characterise these differences in knowledge and the fields of practice to which 
they refer, we propose the same practical situation to post bachelor students 
(B.T.S.) (for whom the technica! school is the common environment) and to 
workers in an in-service training course (for which the common environment 
is a professional one). The task is recorded both in audio and video. The 
theoretical framework from whkh data are is two The first 
is concerned with differences in technica! knowledge at work in the set of 
social situations involved technician in his the teacher 
in his teaching the citizen in his The 
concerned with the set of field-practices for the 
action (trained, teacher trainer, physics "'""'rn~• 
for elements in the behaviour of students or 
personal actor in a calibrating 
institutional structure in 
training team). 

3. Background of the research 

GlobaUy, our is 
situations and students' cognitive 
fundamental. Our rationale behind the 
a. Knowledge acquisition and control by the learner is 

the features of the learning which means that we 
take into account all theoretical aspects learning 
(didactical, psychological and communicational point 
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- in the awareness of learners of 'characteristics' of the knowledge in 
play; which means that we have to take epistemological and historical 
analysis of the knowledge in play .into account. 

b. Among the different ways used to collect data about experimental 
situations, the computer will be considered firstly as a recording device, 
wich makes it a kind of didactica! measurement apparatus, or as an 
instrument for communication. . 

We therefore start from students' thinking activities in problem solving 
situations, and then proceed with how they deal with knowledge in a 
learning process. 
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Science Education Research at 
Thessalloniki: a selective presentation 

D.Psillos 

1 . lntroduction 

Research in Science Education pursued in the School of Education is 
conceived as an activity dosely related to educational practice. Thls line of 
research is reflected in the structure of our research group which consists of 
university staff, and experienced teachers. University staff belong to the '
Technologies, Science and Mathematics Education' Section. In this document 
we present aspects of research carried out in the Section concerning mainly 
physics education. However, there are other members of staff which pursue 
research related directly or indirectly to science education, like the science 
aspects of environmental and health education. The group collaborates closely 
in its research and teaching activities with science departments of the universi
ty, notably the physics department. Several secondary science teachers, as 
well as primary ones, are associated with the group, thanks to a regulation 
allowing them a secondment from their schools for up to three years, in order 
to work in the university as teaching assistants or research associates. These 
experienced teachers work on small scale developmental projects taking at 
the same time activity-based postgraduate training. Able teachers may carry 
over their work up to a doctoral level. In addition, some young 
working on grants or private carry out research for theses. 
Normally, there are 3-5 doctoral students. Up to now there were no formal 
training requirements for carrying out a doctoral thesis, a situation currently 
under change. In the near future, a two-year postgraduate degree will be a 
necessary qualification for starting a doctoral thesis. 

2. Assumptions and questions 

An assumption underlying our investigations on teaching and learning 
is that at present, there are no comprehensive learning, design and teaching 
theories that can provide adequate explanation of understanding complex 
scientific knowledge. Accordingly, our approach is to design a series of case 
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studies in a number of fields and study in depth teaching and learning in the 
relevant topics. We assume that developments in theory will be helped 
substantially from partial answers related to content specific thinking. 

The first research line is based on a traditional content analysis approach 
with regard to scientific knowledge. The logic of the discipline, notably 
physics, provides the basic structure in which phenomena, concepts and their 
relations are taught. Despite the Iimitations, materials developed by such an 
approach (Barbas & Psillos, 1993a) area good means for communicating with 
our secondary science teachers, who have an adequate scientific background 
hut only limited pedagogical knowledge. In addition to the conceptual 
structure of the discipline, we assume that investigation of students' under
standing contributes to the building of a research base which can serve as a 
guide for the development of innovative materials matching their capabilities. 
In turn, the design and application of materials may and has enriched our 
research questions. These assumptions are the basis for the second main 
research line which includes a number of current doctoral theses. More 
specifically, we focus on: 
- modelling of students' conceptions about scientific phenomena and 

concepts; 
- developing teaching materials, guides and curricula several of which are 

based on a constructivist approach to teaching and learning; 
- designing learning environments which potentially facilitate the construc-

tion of the desired knowledge by the student him/herself. 

The fields investigated thus far are electricity, fluids and energy which are 
included in the school curriculum but are different in their phenomenolo-gical 
and conceptual structure. Electricity includes two types of phenomena, statie 
and dynamic, and involves several concepts, macro relations among them as 
well as microscopie mechanisms. Fluids also include two types of phenom
ena, liquid and gaseous ones, hut are dominated only by a few concepts. 
Energy has a trans-phenomenological character. We consider that a gradual 
identification of common and differential features of students' thinking and 
learning with regard to these topics could be a contribution to research in 
science education. 

Most research issues are being investigated at several levels i.e., primary 
education, secondary education and, recently, at the level of primary teacher 
education. Thus, in addition to the features of the topics, in our research we 
take into account students' conceptual evolution and the purpose of knowledge 
acquisition and use. 
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3. Modelling students' conceptions 

At a first level we focus on the elucidation, description and classification of 
students' knowledge in specific topics, namely current and statie electricity, 
liquids and energy. Thus, several large scale surveys have been carried out 
in the aforementioned topics which aimed at providing inventories of Greek 
students' conceptions, while at the same time pursuing open world-wide 
research issues. A recent example is the identification of several models 
which students hold with regard to liquids which have not been widely studied 
in the literature. Nevertheless, liquids are taught twice in the Greek com
pulsory education, which provides opportunity to study extensively students' 
thinking in this topic (Kariotoglou and Psillos, 1993). 

At a second level, we try to go deeper into students' knowledge and 
reasoning skills and model, on a qualitative basis, the underlying knowledge 
structures which are likely to be employed in specific contexts. Particular 
issues under study are how students relate types of phenomena, the features 
of their undifferentiated notions with regard to the scientific ones and their 
causal thinking. For example, monitoring of students' reactions to experimen
tal situations revealed the richness of their experiences which do not coincide 
with the limited experimental field often studied in electricity. Students bring 
to instruction and make use of evolutionary like the 
lighting while the curriculum is focused only on 
bulb brightness. Such findings have led us to 
projects in to study the events 
account when linking electrical phenomena and compare them to the 
evolution of the 

At the level of 

is a 
to identify common features across 
(Kariotoglou & 1993). Lack of is in close 
relation to students' reasoning. We put considerable emphasis on the study 
of the structure and the of students' which 
underlies their interpretation and prediction of several types of phenomena 
in electricity and elsewhere (Psillos and Koumaras, 1991a). 

The study of causal reasoning is a part of two current theses extend 
our previous studies (Psillos & Koumaras, 1991b). These theses attempt to 
identify differences among students' and student-teachers' reasoning which 
should be taken into account for designing learning experiences (Barbas & 
Psillos, 1993b; Spirtou & Koumaras, 1993) . 

The methodologies used by our group include large scale surveys, small 
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scale in-depth investigations as wel! as the monitoring of the cognitive 
interactions between the students and specially developed teaching materials 
in natural settings. 

4. Developing curriculum materials 

Based on a constructivist hypothesis about teaching and learning we focus on 
articulating teaching content, developing appropriate materials as well as on 
designing and implementing teaching strategies aiming at making scientific 
knowledge more learnable. Conceptual learning in particular fields is conside
red as a process of evolution and transformation of students' models so this 
part of our research is strongly related to our investigations concerning 
students' conceptions. The methodologies used to induce conceptual change 
include transposition of scientific knowledge, task design and modelling of 
appropriate teaching strategies. 

The complexity of the interaction between students' prior knowledge and 
scientific knowledge under study presents a number ofproblems only partially 
studied in several fields, including electricity, fluids and energy. We focus 
on an epistemological analysis of scientific knowledge in order to gain 
insights about its features and the relevant cognitive demands put on students. 
Accordingly, we have developed instructional models of different complexity 
for educational purposes in the topics under investigation. One particular line 
of research concerns the transposition of scientific concepts in order to keep 
their essential scientific features and become more intelligible by students 
(Psillos et. al., 1988). Por example, in the case ofliquids, we have suggested 
that a constructivist curriculum should be based on the introduction of 
pressure as a primary concept and not in relation to force (Kariotoglou et. 
al., 1993). Results of this study are encouraging and show an improvement 
in understanding the concept of pressure by students and acquisition of its 
relation to force. 

The development of instructional models is based not only on scientific 
knowledge but also on its relation to an appropriate experimental field and 
relevant tasks. Accordingly, we investigate what tasks are appropriate for 
different types of learning, for example conceptual differentiation of undiffe
rentiated notions such as 'current' and 'pressure'. Of particular interest are 
phenomena that could become discrepant events for the pupils, given their 
different from the scientists epistemological perspective. In this context, we 
are investigating what may count as counter evidence for the students at 
particular phases of their conceptual evolution. For example, our data show 
that in electricity, experiments considered to be as discrepant events are either 
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predictable or interpretable by the student<., depending on the models they 
employ in particular contexts. 

Finally, we study the features and the effects of strategies which may 
facilitate the construction of new knowledge by students. For example, in our 
studies we attempt to classify students' conceptions as anchoring intuitions, 
views that may be modified or as obstacles to further learning. Each of these 
three categories demands different treatment in the classroom. For the case 
of liquids, specific procedures have already been proposed for each category 
(Kariotoglou et. al., 1993). 

In the above context two theses are currently carried out. One thesis 
(Spirtou & Koumaras, 1993) is concerned with the learning of scientific 
knowledge for professional use. The target group is prospective primary 
teachers whose scientific knowledge is lirnited. Thus these student teachers 
should leam physics and should acquire professional knowledge too. The the
sis focuses on the following questions: What is the transformed scientific 
knowledge and appropriate phenomena that should be taught to prospective 
primary teachers? What aspects of conceptual change teaching models may 
be taught to them? Energy, which has a trans-phenomenological character, 
bas been selected as a concept that could facilitate a balanced approach 
between content and teaching methodology. The thesis involves 
epistemological analysis of this concept, analysis of conceptual change 
models, identification of student-teachers' reasoning, development and trial 
of curriculum materials. The other thesis is at the planning phase. It is 
concerned with studying and evaluating the elements and the structure of 
instructional models applicable to the development of self-study modules for 
teachers concemed with the teaching of scientific topics. 

5. Designing learning environments 

Tuis is a research area which evolved recently out of the previously reported 
activities. We take a cognitive approach to the design of computer-based 
learning environments. One thesis (Barbas & Psillos, 1993b) focuses on the 
development of appropriate tools for linking macroscopie phenomena to the 
underlying microscopie mechanisms, an issue wel! known in the literature. 
Research is carried out in a Macintosh environment with the use of 
Hypercard. The application field is electricity and the target population is 
prospective primary education teachers. The underlying assumption is that 
primary teachers should possess qualitative understanding and reasoning in 
the field of basic electricity. These qualities can be obtained through courses 
based on a set of concepts and procedures which describe a microscopie 
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mechanism underlying the macroscopie behaviour. The thesis involves the 
selection and articulation of appropriate characteristics of instructional models 
of the microscopie mechanisms, as well as the development and trial out of 
appropriate software tools. The latter combine properties of simulation and 
model building tools. Thus they allow students to express their microscopie 
view as they construct it, to write down their assumptions at each stage of 
their work, to challenge their assumptions by comparing them to the proposed 
ones. These functions correspond to three modules, namely the expressive, 
the theory and the worksheet ones. 
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Research in Science Education at Utrecht 
University: an outline 

A.H.Verdonk and P.l.lijnse 

1 . lntroduction 

The Centre for Science and Mathernatics Education (CSMEU) was established 
in January 1989. It coordinates cooperation of five groups, working on 
teacher training and on rnathernatics, physics, chernistry and biology 
education, respectively. The Centre is involved in educational research, pre
and in-service teacher training, post-graduate research training, and 
curriculum developrnent. About 45 staff rnembers and 10 PhD's are working 
at the Centre. Tuis contribution briefly describes the Science Education part 
of the research programme, the rnathematics part of the centre activities is 
not dealt with here. 

Research in which, in our 
biology, chernistry and physics education, is done at 

Secondary education in biology (age 12-18), '-'"'"'""'' .. 

ii Tertiary chemical education (in 
Amsterdam). 

Rationale behind our 
One could say that the overall focus in our programme has to do with what 
one could call the between the scientific and 
their corresponding ina 
1. Analysis shows that at present the disciplines still function 
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to be taken into account. 
The scientific disciplines also appear to 
structure the sequence in which cm1cepts 
However, to our opinion, such a structure does not necessar 
the teaching/learning process. 
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3. Finally, in education, the scientific disciplines function as a standard for 
correctness of conceptual meaning (note the "mis" in "misconception") 
even though the meanings of concepts and procedures in science itself 
are not unambiguous and functionality of knowledge may point at more 
appropriate situated meanings. 

These aspects, together with a view on teaching as transnuss10n of 
knowledge, are at the heart of many problems in science education. lts 
functioning with respect to professional training as well as with respect to 
future citizens may be questioned. The content and context of transmitted 
scientific knowledge and the way of acquiring knowledge have become 
alienated from the original, as well as from the current creation and use of 
knowledge. So, two important questions result: 
1. How productive are the science disciplines as a source of content, 

structure, aims and context for science education? 
2. How can learning and teaching processes in this field be more productive-

ly interrelated? 
We view science as well as science education as social processes of 
conceptual construction and change. In our research we take into account 
students' and teachers' previous knowledge instead of using a model of 
conceptual transmission. However, adopting such a constructivist perspective 
does not say yet very much about how to teach. A basic problem for research 
on constructivist teaching is how to design science education such that: 

it guides students to construct knowledge 'in freedom', i.e., in a context 
that has been stated by themselves, and 

ii it enables a productive coupling of learning and teaching. 
The conceptual structure of the relevant scientific disciplines should then not 
necessarily be the starting point for instructional design and the process of 
concept development should not be forced upon students, but be driven as 
much as possible by students' own questions and motivations. As a 
consequence, the endpoint of such science education cannot be determined 
in advance. 

The design of such teaching asks necessarily for a research effort that is 
based on the study of teaching and learning processes. In doing so, we are 
interested in what students are saying and doing not from a 'correct science' 
perspective (whatever that may be), but in order to learn how to come to 
mutual understanding, as it occurs in the social process of teaching and 
learning. Therefore we analyse learning and teaching processes in real 
teaching situations, by registrating utterances of students and teachers, and 
modes of working, by means of audio and videotapes. Our focus is on the 
essential interconnectedness of teaching and learning. In our analysis special 
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attention is given to a coupling of learning processes: i.e., science learning 
by students, and learning to teach and to reflect on science and teaching by 
teachers. 

Most of our work can be characterised as an empirical process of closely 
interrelated research and development, which we call developmental research. 
We aim at a detailed description and justification of content and context 
specific teaching and learning activities resulting in an empirical educational 
structure. In that description, we focus on why and how productive qualitative 
changes may occur, i.e., students and teachers giving new meanings to words 
and concepts and changing their actions during their learning processes. In 
developmental research small scale curriculum development is spirally 
coupled to in-depth research on content and context specific, teaching/learning 
processes in classrooms. Tuis special method of research is reproduced 
schematically in figure 1. 
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Each cycle consists of: 
- registration of the educational situation and its teaching and learning 

processes and results; 
- changing and designing new teaching procedures in close cooperation with 

the responsible teachers, based on (protocol) analysis and evaluation of the 
previous cycle; 

- trying out the intended teaching processes by the participating teachers, 
while closely monitoring the resulting learning processes. 

The historica!, philosophical and educational reflection on science and 
education necessary in connection with this cycle is not explicitly indicated 
in fig. 1. 

2. Current topics 

In agreement with the preceding rationale, our main research interests are: 
i new conceptual curriculum structures, 
ii conceptual change, coherent from the point of view of productive 

teaching, 
m development of theory to describe productive science teaching and 

learning. 

Curriculum structures 
From a societal point of view a need exists for curricula that are appropriate 
for the future citizen and for vocational purposes. With respect to the latter 
we can make a distinction between those leading to professions for which 
knowledge of science is useful and those training for research in the science 
area itself. Therefore we work on conceptual structures of school science, 
hearing two aims in mind. On the one hand we are looking for more 
consistency within science oriented curricula; on the other we are trying to 
find criteria for approaches to science education that prepare for citizenship 
and professions. The structures of the latter not (necessarily) being based on 
the structure of the disciplines. Topics in citizen oriented curricula that are 
being worked on are: 

environmental and health education: toxicity and immunity aiming at 
integration of physiological and social processes, making thoughtful 
argumentations on waste disposal; 

ii physics and chemistry education: radioactivity and risk perception, 
preparation of materials in a societal context. 

In designing teaching for such topics, we start from a 'common sense' 
network of relations, developing it into what could be called a quantitative 
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macroscopie network, and not necessarily into a submicroscopic network of 
relations. This means that our primary concern is not with explanations of 
phenomena in scientific contexts, but with functionality in personal and social 
contexts .. 

Coherent conceptual change 
Understanding each other in talking about concrete events, especially events 
that are caused by actions which pupils/students themselves have chosen to 
perform, is essential in conceptual change from an everyday life, to a science 
context. The following themes are studied: 
a. Stability and change 

biology education: regulation and homeostasis in organisms 
chemistry education: energy and equilibrium 
physics education: energy and mechanics 

b. Possibilities and limitations of models 
physics education: atomie, nuclear, elementary particles 
chemistry education: structure and bonding in molecules and lattices; 
chemica! structure and biologica! function 

In this manner we hope to come to, what we call empirically supported (parts 
of) educational structures of science disciplines. 

Educational theory 
In our centre there is much discussion about the use and/or development 
theories that try to describe learning and teaching as a coherent process of 
understanding with respect to specific content and context. Such theories 
could be described as domain At the same time, 
corporate of more genera! theories, e.g., 
activity theory (Leont'ev), philosophy 
argumentation' Hiele), etc. 

More details about our 
volume. 

Possible future activities 

can be found in the 

1. Research on the different areas 
mathematics, e.g., the relation a physical 
ical variable; between mechanica! and thermodynamica! 
to measure in different science subdisciplines, etc .. 

2. The application of educational theory in areas where 

science and 
and mathemat

how 

problems between different disciplines or between experts and novices 
appear. 
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3. Study of the implementation of research results in Iarger scale curriculum 
development and teacher training. 

4. Research on the learning processes of (trainee) teachers. Study of the 
change of their conceptions and strategies with the help of pre- and in
service training courses and newly developed curriculum rnaterials. 

Some recent PhD-theses 
J. van Driel (1990). Betrokken bij evenwicht (Involved in equilibrium). 
H.M.C.Eijkelhof (1990). Radiation and Risk in Physics Education (Straling 

en risico's in het natuurkundeonderwijs. 
D.van Genderen (1989). Mechanica - onderwijs in beweging (Mechanics 

Education in motion). 
A.E.van der Valk (1992). Ontwikkeling in Energieonderwijs (Developrnents 

in Energy Education). 
M. Vogelezang (1990). Een onverdeelbare eenheid (An indivisible unity) 
A.J.Waarlo (1989). Biologieonderwijs en Gezondheidseducatie (Biology 

teaching and Health Education. 
R.F.A.Wierstra (1990). Natuurkundeonderwijs tussen leefwereld en 

vakstructuur (Teaching Physics between the daily life world of pupils and 
the world of theoretical concepts). 
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tools about colour 

to be more explicit in justifications in terms of 'light' (55 % against 20% and 
30%). Surprisingly, half of the test-group does not give any argument. 
For the second question ('non trivial') a low increase (30% to 45 % correct 
answers) results in the internal assessment. The persistence of obstacles (60% 
to 50%) can be noticed - this shows more difficulties in learning. But, in the 
external evaluation, a larger difference between the test-group and the 
control-groups exists (40% against 10%) than for the preceding question. In 
this question, reasoning in terms of the chain is needed. 

The third question needs reasoning fora correct answer. Internally, the high 
rate of correct elements of justification (50%) follows the high rate of raw 
correct answers (80% ). ExternaHy, rate of raw correct answers is 
than in the control-groups (35% against 10% and 5%) and we 
the lack of justification lack of time. But 
explicit arguments to know that students have to use ,..,,,;,vuu,,~ 
the chain, given the complexity of the problem. 

To summarise from the first questions - 1.,1a,.,.,11.,,u 

questions do not allow analysis of reasoning - it happens that one of the 
control-groups is better in physics related while the is better 
in technique related questions. The test-group answers as wen as the 
'physicists' group and as wen as the group. Tuis group thus 
shows an '. The other the 

a answer. One 
lasting integrated understanding. 
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